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1) Ten Questions (10 x lp + lp)

This is a compulsory part of the final exam. You need to get at least 5p out of the maximum 10p so
that the rest of the exam will be checked. However, this part alone is not enough to pass the whole
exam. On the other hand, in order to get 5p, you are not required to give "the exactly correct
answer", but more or less show that )tou have understood the functionali\t of the code fragments
related to this part. Thus, pay attention to the reasoning. Refer to the code line numbers if possible.

In the following, you can see two algorithms (bsL and bs2) searching for an item x from a sorted
array (table). Read through all the questions below without answering them and after that
familiarize yourself with the code throughout. After this, answer all the questions and take time for
pondering and explaining your reasoning. Note, however, that all the questions refer to the given
algorithms.In addition, the claims in the questions can be justified to be either true or false, thus the
argumentation is the only thing that matters for the points.
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ilrt bBl(int tableu, int x) t
int lou = 0;
int high = tåbl-e.Iength - L;
int n-id;

18 def bs2(table, x, Iow, high)r
19 j.f low > high:
20 return -1
27 nid = (Iotr + high) / 2
22 item = tåblelnidl
23 if iteu : x:
24 return uid
25 elifrcitea:
26 return bs2(tab:.e,x,loHrlrLd-l)
27 else:
2g return bs2(tablerx,mj.d+L,high)
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while(
{

Eid

Ic <= high )

= (1or + trigh) / 2;

if (tÄble[rid] < x)
los=nid+1;

else if (tablelmidl > x)
high=nid-1;

elae returtr rnidi
)
return -li
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a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

Describe how Algorithm bs 1 works (without an example). Note! Try to answer how it
solves the computational problem - do not just explain the code line-by-line.
Describe how Algorithm bs2 works. How this differs from the previous one?
Give an example of Algorithm 1 in case we are searching for the item x = 512 from an array
comprisingtheitems 1,2,4,8, 16,32,64,128,256,and512. Hint! Showintabularform
the changes in variables low, high, and mid during the execution of the algorithm. What
is the return value of the execution, and what is the result of the computation in this case?
Give an example of Algorithm 2 in case we are searching for the element
x = 100 from the aforementioned array. Hint! Show in tabular form the changes in variables
low, high, mid, and item as before. What's the output in this case?
Determine the input size n of Algorithm 1 and 2,i.e., which variables and how the time
complexities of the algorithms depend on?

0 Analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 1 in terms of the input size n.
g) Analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2 in terms of the input size n.
h) Algorithm 1 was tested with a large data set (search for the smallest element). The running

time was estimated to be 1 millisecond. After this, the data set was duplicated, and the
running time was measured tobe 2 milliseconds. Estimate the running time if the data set
would be duplicated again. Justify your answer.



i) What kind of assumptions and boundary conditions the correct and efficient execution of

Algorithm 2 sets for the array table, and the items it contains?

Aigue whether it is true or fälse: Algorithm 1 is more efficient than Algorithm2.

Bonus question:
Ponder and conxpare the memory consumption of Algorithm 1 and 2'

j)

k)

2) Terminology (2P + 2P + 2P + 2P)

Definethefollowingconcepts (4x 1p).Inaddition, giveanexample of each(4x lp)'

a) Heap property (kekoehto)

b) Hash function (hajautusfunktio)

c) Linear probing (lineaarinen kokeilu)
d) Selection problem (valikointiongelma)

3) Tree traversal (2P +2P)

A binary tree can be uniquely determined by its preor der (esiiririestys) and inorder (sistiiörjestys) '

consider a tree having the pieotoer K-I-B-A-u-n-l-p-Q-F, and the inorder B-I-M-A-H-K-P-L-Q-

F . Draw the tree, and-give the corresponding postorder (irilkijöriesQs).

4) Sorting (3p + 3P + 2P)

you need to choose an algorithm for a task in which a certain data must be put in sorted order'

What things (criteria) influence your decision? Read first the whole assignment'

a) choose three (3)essential criteriain light of which you examine the task. Argue why and how

your criteria are related to sorting problem'

b) Name at least one algorithLz fäieach criterion that satisfies and do not satisfy the criterion (there

is no need to explain tt"" op"tuti*al principles of the algorithms). Give this answer in a matrix in

which columns l:) t urr" 
"rit"riu 

and beloware rows (2) that have the names of the algorithms that

satisfy and do not satisfy each criterion'
c) Nime an algorithLn that satisfies all the criteria chosen by you. Name also an algorithm that do

not satisfy two of the criteria.

5) Graphs (4p + 4P + 4P)

Definethe following concepts. Give a mutually distinct example of each. In your example, use a

connected graph (yttenainån verkko) that has at least 7 nodes and at least 10 edges. In addition,

describebriefly how the corresponding computational problem can be solved (use your examples,

describe an initial condition, måntion an algorithm that can take it as an input, and describe briefly

how this algorithm solves the problem).

a) Spanning tree (viritYsPuu)

b) Minimun spanning tree (minimaalinen virityspuu)

c) shortest paths spanning tree (lyhimmin poluin virittävä puu)


